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Summary

MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) is a key technology for manufacturing in many industrial regions. Today’s rapid growth and commercialization of MEMS requires equally rapid product development. Virtual manufacturing, which is usually referred to as computer aided engineering (CAE), enables rapid product development especially in the MEMS world, because computer simulations can address the effects of miniaturization. In this paper, the process of virtual manufacturing on the computer is described step by step through a micro-mirror device, and the numerical results by a CAE tool is compared to the experimental ones obtained from real manufacturing.
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1 Introduction

Miniaturization is becoming increasingly important for commercial manufacturing. Industries such as telecommunications, biomedical, instrumentation, automotive, and aerospace are leading these efforts with the development of MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) to scale down devices. Scaling down devices provides opportunities for increased device sensitivity, smaller power requirements, and reduced manufacturing costs.

In order to rapidly and efficiently utilize MEMS technology, engineers are taking advantage of MEMS design software. Simulation tools for MEMS enable engineers to model concepts which cannot be simulated in traditional software packages. Such concepts include the MEMS fabrication process flow and the coupling of electrostatic and mechanical device behavior. Software allows engineers to simulate devices before generating a process flow or to virtually prototype and simulate devices using their process flow, before entering into fabrication.

In this paper, the design and analysis of the micro-mirror sub-structure is discussed. This device is currently under development at NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center [1, 2]. Analysis was performed using IntelliSuite™, IntelliSense’s CAE tool for MEMS. The structure being analyzed is a two-dimensional tilting aluminum micro-mirror, part of an array of such devices, being developed for Earth and Space science applications such as in the Next Generation Space Telescope. Designed for deep Space applications, the mirror operates at 30K. The mirror itself sits on the sub-structure shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Micro-mirror substructure

2 Process Simulation

Unlike traditional macro-world mechanical devices and components, the design and functionality of a MEMS device is directly and significantly impacted by the way in which the device is fabricated, i.e. the process sequence and fabrication machine settings which are used. Thus, for MEMS design, it is essential to consider the effect of fabrication on the device analysis results. Process simulation factors which need to be addressed include thin-film material properties, the fabrication sequence, and the mask layouts.

2.1 Process Database

Process databases include standard process steps which may exist at any fabrication facility, such as material deposition, wet and dry etching, wafer bonding, and mask definition steps. IntelliSuite™ uses a sequence of these steps, along with the mask geometries, to
generate a three-dimensional structure for analysis. These databases can also be customized to include unique or proprietary processes performed for a particular company or at a particular fabrication facility.

Each process step in IntelliSuite™ typically includes the machine parameters and any required data, including material properties and mask layouts. The accuracy of the structure generated from these process steps is related to the accuracy of the available process data. Conformal effects and process-induced effects are captured in the development of a three-dimensional structure.

With IntelliSuite™, users create their own process flows from the process database or use one of the included standard foundry templates. Figure 2 shows the start of a process sequence which creates this mirror structure within IntelliSuite. The figure shows:

1. Definition of the silicon wafer
2. Cleaning of the silicon wafer
3. Nitride deposition on top side
4. Nickel plating on bottom side
5. Definition of mask on top side
6. Etching of Si₃N₄ according to the defined mask on top side
7. Etching of Si according to the defined mask on top side
8. PolySi deposition on top side
9. Etching of PolySi on top side
10. Al plating on top side
11. Definition of mask on top side
12. Etching of Al according to the defined mask on top side
13. Au plating on top side
14. Definition of mask on top side
15. Etching of Au according to the defined mask on top side
16. Definition of mask on bottom side
17. Etching of Ni according to the defined mask on bottom side
18. Etching of Si as sacrifice
19. Etching of Si₃N₄ as sacrifice

Finally the micro-mirror device as shown in Figure 1 is obtained after these 19 processes.

Each process step in IntelliSuite™ provides access to the machine parameters and any required data, including material properties and mask layouts. The accuracy of the analysis of the structure generated from these process steps is related to the accuracy of the available process data. Conformal effects and process-induced effects are captured in the development of the three-dimensional structure.

2.2 Thin Film Material Database

Thin-film material databases give engineers ready access to material properties. Thin-film material properties are often difficult to characterize and differ from bulk material properties because they vary significantly as a function of fabrication machine settings. It is therefore important to incorporate the correct values in a MEMS design since the use of bulk or otherwise incorrect material property data can produce results which are erroneous and have little relevance to actual results, no matter how accurate the numerical simulation model.

Figure 3 shows a graph produced by the MEMaterial® module of IntelliSuite™ showing stress as a function of temperature and pressure of deposition for Si₃N₄ deposited via PECVD with Argon as the carrier gas (step three of the mirror process). This graph shows large regions of constant stress. However, outside of these areas, the stress varies substantially.

The thin-film material property database consists of experimental results in reliable documents all over the world such as [3-6]. And the required material property is calculated by using the interpolation or extrapolation of these experimental data.
2.3 Mask Layout

Within the process sequence are a number of mask definition steps. For each, an engineer will create a two-dimensional mask layout. These mask layouts are compatible with DXF and GDSII file formats, standard vendor mask formats. These masks, in conjunction with fabrication deposition and etching processes, will define the three-dimensional geometry of the structure. Figure 4 shows one of the mask layouts for the mirror structure.

3 Virtual Prototyping

Once a process is generated from a process database or via the use of a standard design template, virtual prototyping is of great benefit. This capability enables engineers to visualize the device at each step of the fabrication process. Here they can modify the process and/or geometry and see the effect of the modification without having to perform multiple fabrication runs. Process tolerances and mask compatibility can also be studied in detail.
4 Design Communication

The ability to rapidly exchange design files among different collaborative research groups is essential for efficient device design. The process table can also be used as an instrument of communication between such design teams. A single file, consisting of process steps and mask layouts, can be transferred between groups for the development of specific aspects or consultation on designs.

5 Device Analysis

Once the masks and fabrication sequence are defined, IntelliSuite™ generates a three-dimensional structure for analysis. This step consists of the automatic generation of a coarse finite element mesh, composed of non-linear quadrilateral elements. This finite element mesh also defines the default electrostatic mesh for coupled analysis. Because the contact problem is essential for MEMS device, the electrostatic analysis is carried out by boundary element method (BEM) though the standard structural analysis is carried out by finite element method (FEM) so as not to generated extremely distorted elements on the boundaries, which will contact with each other, in electrostatic analysis.

Inside an IntelliSuite™ analysis module, the finite element and electrostatic meshes are independently refined in areas of interest. Typically, the finite element mesh is refined in areas of high mechanical deformation while the electrostatic mesh is refined in areas of high electrostatic charge. For the micro-mirror, this results in added mechanical elements along the torsional beams and additional electrostatic panels on the underside of the top entity of the substructure as well as on the electrodes.

Analysis of the micro-mirror substructure consists of a coupled electro-mechanical analysis. The structure is actuated electrostatically and rotates about the beam connecting the two posts. The mirror surface rotates approximately 10 degrees, until contact is achieved. IntelliSuite’s MEMS-specific approach to simulation lifts the restriction of air gap meshing required by non-MEMS tools and can accurately capture the effect of material pre-stressing in the analysis results. To achieve an optimal design, parametric analyses were performed for a variety of lengths, widths, and thicknesses of the torsional beam. These were compared against fabricated device results.

Preliminary analysis results match well with the experimental results (Figure 8). Experimental results show a snap-down voltage of 14.3 V and release voltage of 7.0 V for this structure. Preliminary simulation results show a snap-down voltage of 17 V. This occurs after eight iterations between IntelliSuite’s electrostatic (BEM) and mechanical (FEM) solvers.

Further simulation work will be performed to compare two other beam widths with their corresponding experimental results.

By combining process simulation, virtual prototyping, and a thin-film material database with complete coupled analysis capabilities, IntelliSuite™ gives engineers a more complete understanding of their device prior to fabrication.
Conclusions

The simulation approach utilized by IntelliSuite™ has been tested in organizations worldwide and proven to be efficient and accurate. Modeling allows for the creation of a geometry and then, based on the analysis results modifications to achieve the desired device performance prior to fabrication. This allows the process to be optimized for production directly, without the usual process transitions and iterations during prototyping.

CAE tools for MEMS can greatly decrease the resources that must be allocated to prototype fabrication and testing by enabling engineers to model the fabrication process in a virtual environment. The impact of CAE tools for MEMS can be seen in the decreased product development time reported by foundries.
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